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Insidious Chapter 2 torrent reviews Laurie A (ag) wrote: Though I like the original film, I wouldn't rush out to see
this one if you've already seen the original. This film doesn't really go anywhere! The characters are all so

predictable and that make it hard to care about them.Also,the directions are so incoherent that it is just a big
mess of a film.I will say this though,the actress who plays the deaf girl was really good! Wendy G (kr) wrote:

Have to say, I love anything bad-ass with a kung-fu quality to it. It was refreshing to see some stuff like the final
battle, where the winner is right or wrong as opposed to "good" or "evil" was absurd and at times, funny. Was a
bit heavy on the execution and the bullet points throughout. The use of the real life situations and references
was cool too. I'm looking forward to a third! Wendy G (kr) wrote: Have to say, I love anything bad-ass with a

kung-fu quality to it. It was refreshing to see some stuff like the final battle, where the winner is right or wrong
as opposed to "good" or "evil" was absurd and at times, funny. Was a bit heavy on the execution and the bullet
points throughout. The use of the real life situations and references was cool too. I'm looking forward to a third!

Jaime S (us) wrote: It's not the worst Mortal Kombat movie by far, but it is close. I think due to all the sequels
that have been put out in the last 12 years, I was expecting something better. Mortal Kombat could be so much
better than Mortal Kombat 9 and 10. If they make Mortal Kombat 11, they should start fresh instead of following

what happened in those movies. The movie's script was terrible, the writing just made it worse. Dan D (br)
wrote: Funny enough a real James Bond movie with a really good story and even a good start. Eden S (kr) wrote:
The best film I have seen in a long time Eden S (kr) wrote: The best film I have seen in a long time Timothy D (fr)

wrote: A movie that everyone will love. Elliot P (it) wrote: The original was awesome, this is nothing
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